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Ideal Awnings achieves 25-year Advertiser Award

In appreciation of 25 years' advertising support, HOMEMAKERS highly commends Ideal Awnings for achieving this
quarter-of-a-century milestone.

Ideal Awnings started doing business 28 years ago in 1984 and it is no surprise to
everyone that due to their reputation of delivering quality and innovative products that they
are still delivering a world-class product. Ideal Awnings manufacture and supply the public
installed included or delivered to spec, a wide range of quality awnings and related
applications of canvass product. As a matter of fact, they also supply a large percentage
of their products to other South African Awning Companies. Quality is a not negotiable
when it comes to Ideal Awnings and the proof is in the pudding!

'We truly thank Ideal Awnings for your contribution and support over the past 25 years. It is market leading and innovative
companies like Ideal Awnings that have enabled HOMEMAKERS to remain the consumers' first choice. It is furthermore a
huge accolade for any one company to have supported a supplier continuously for so long! Congratulations and thank you!'
says Ray Abrahamse - MD of HOMEMAKERS

For more information visit www.homemakersonline.co.za and www.idealawnings.co.za.
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